
              

 

This will be an introduction into what dihedral groups are. 

We know what groups are and what the meaning of acting 

upon some space is. 

Now we will take a look into Dihedral graphs. 

 

What does dihedral mean?   

Di means two and hedral means planes. Thus the word 

dihedral means the angle formed between two plane 

surfaces. 

 

Rotational symmetry is the property of a shape it has 

when it looks the same after some rotation by a partial turn. 

 An object's degree of rotational symmetry is the number of 

distinct orientations in which it is the same for every 

rotation.  

Let me illustrate with an example. 

This is an image of a flower. This has a degree of 

rotational symmetry 8. 
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0.1 Introduction 

0.2 Understanding 

0.3 Rotational symmetry 



Reflectional symmetry is quite simple. It is the symmetry of 

an object with respect to reflection. A figure which does 

not change upon undergoing a reflection has reflectional 

symmetry. . In 2D there is an axis of symmetry and in 3D 

we have a plane of symmetry. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We start off with a result. 

Consider a regular polygon with n sides. For 

example, a regular polygon with 3 sides is the 

equilateral triangle. A regular polygon with 4 sides 

is the square. A regular polygon with, say 7 sides, 

is the septagon. Now consider the symmetries of 

this regular n-sided polygon. There are two types 

of symmetries that can arise. 

Now we have that a polygon can have two types of 

symmetries.  

0.4 Reflectional Symmetry 

 We have an example to the left. 

It is quite   a basic example, and 

is left to the reader to think about. 

 

0.5 Dihedral Symmetry 



The first type of symmetry that can arise are 

rotational symmetries by fixing the center of the 

polygon and rotating it counterclockwise (or 

clockwise) some angle. 

For example, the triangle, n=3, can be 

rotated 0∘, 120∘, or 240∘ around its central point and 

hence has 3 rotational symmetries: 

 

The square, n=4, can be rotated 0∘, 90∘, 180∘, 
or 270∘ around its central point and hence 

has 4 rotational symmetries:  

Thus we arrive at a generalization. 



In general, it's not hard to see that a regular 

polygon with n sides will have n rotational 

symmetries corresponding to rotations of  

 

 

If n is odd, then we can draw n distinct axes that 

pass through each vertex of the polygon and exit 

the polygon by perpendicularly bisecting the 

opposite side to the entrance vertex and such that 

flipping the polygon among these axes results in a 

symmetry. 

This might be a bit hard to understand, but the 

below figure would make it easier. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

0.6 Axial Flip Symmetry 



If n is even, then we can also draw n/2 distinct 
axes that pass through each vertex and exit  

through an opposite vertex and such that flipping 

the polygon among these axes results in a 
symmetry. 

The above statement is illustrated below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We can also draw n/2 distinct axes that 

perpendicularly bisect the edge it enters and 

perpendicularly bisectors the opposite edge it exits 

from and such that flipping the polygon among 

these axes also results in a symmetry.  

 

 

 



In total there will be n such axial flip symmetries 

if n is even, and so in general, a polygon will 

have n many axial symmetries. 

So for each regular n-sided polygon there will 
be n rotational symmetries and n axial symmetries. 
In other words, there will be 2n many symmetries 

total.  

Interestingly enough, the collection of these 
symmetries alongside the operation of composition 

(i.e., composing these symmetries with one 
another) will always form a group.  

These groups are given a special name – Dihedral. 

Definition:  

The Dihedral Group for the regular n-sided 

polygon denoted (Dn,∘) is the set of 

symmetries Dn alongside with the binary operation 

of composition ∘. 

Thus we have briefly discussed how the dihedral groups 
are derived and the logic behind it. 

 

 

  

0.8 Some really famous examples of dihedral symmetry 

 

2D D6 symmetry – The Red Star of David 

Symbol of Israel’s emergency service. 

2D D24 symmetry – The Ashoka Chakra 



           

   

0.9  Easy and creative examples of dihedral symmetry 

With this I close this topic and will be looking forward to queries or 

any  suggestions. 

Anyone can contact me at asuri.venkatakrishnan@gmail.com and I 

will be eagerly looking forward to your feedback. 

Sources : 

1. Mathonline.wikidot.com – a great website, found it really useful 

2. Wikipedia, as usual 

3. Google images 

 

I would love to thank Ashani Sir for giving me this great 

opportunity  to explore math and look at it from a totally 

different aspect. 

              

                       “   Vidya Dadati Vinayam. ” 

                      With knowledge , comes humility. 
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